Using an electron-positron collision data sample of 2.93 fb −1 collected at a center-of-mass energy of √ s = 3.773 GeV with the BESIII detector, we present the first search for the radiative leptonic decay D + → γe + νe. The analysis is performed with a double tag method. We do not observe a significant D + → γe + νe signal, and obtain an upper limit on the branching fraction of D + → γe + νe decay with the energy of radiative photon larger than 10 MeV of 3.0 × 10 −5 at the 90% confidence level. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In contrast to the purely leptonic decay, the radiative leptonic decay of the charged charmed meson, D + → γe + ν e , is not subject to the helicity suppression rule due to the presence of a radiative photon. With no finalstate hadron, treatment of the non-perturbative strong interaction effects in theoretical calculations is relatively simple.
The radiative leptonic decays of heavy mesons have been studied with various models [1] [2] [3] [4] . Within the perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) approach, the branching fraction of D + → γe + ν e decay is predicted to be of order 10 −4 [1] . Much smaller branching fractions, of order 10 −6 , are obtained within the light front quark model [2] and the non-relativistic constituent quark model [3] . In Ref. [4] , the long-distance contribution is considered via the vector meson dominance (VMD) model and it is found that the decay rate may be enhanced significantly. To deal with non-perturbative effects, it is important to separate the hard and soft physics, typically with an approach known as factorization. Many approaches to factorization of the radiative leptonic decays of heavy mesons have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In recent papers [11, 12] , factorization is extended to consider the first-order corrections in the strong coupling constant α s and the heavy quark mass; the branching fraction of D + → γe + ν e decay is predicted to be of order 10 −5 . In this paper, we present the first search for the decay D + → γe + ν e , based on a data sample of 2.93 fb −1 [13, 14] collected with the BESIII detector at a center-of-mass energy √ s = 3.773 GeV. No obvious signal is observed, and an upper limit on the branching fraction of D + → γe + ν e decay is set at the 90% confidence level (C.L.). In this paper, charge conjugate modes are always implied.
II. THE BESIII DETECTOR AND DATA SET
The BESIII detector is a general purpose spectrometer with a geometrical acceptance of 93% of 4π. It consists of a main drift chamber (MDC) for measuring the momentum and specific ionization of charged particles in a 1 T solenoidal magnetic field, a time of flight (TOF) system to perform particle identification, and a CsI(Tl) electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) for measurement of deposited shower energies. These components are surrounded by a multi-layer resistive plate counter system, which is designed to identify the muons. A detailed description of the BESIII detector can be found in Ref. [15] .
High-statistics Monte Carlo (MC) simulated data samples are used to determine the detection efficiency and to estimate potential background contamination. A geant4-based [16] MC simulation program is used to simulate the interactions of particles in the spectrometer and the detector response. For the production of ψ(3770), kkmc [17] is used; it includes the effects of beam energy spread and initial-state radiation (ISR). The known decay modes are generated using evtgen [18, 19] according to branching fractions from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [20] , and the remaining unknown decay modes are simulated by lundcharm [21] . Final-state radiation (FSR) of charged tracks is incorporated with photos [22] . In modeling the signal events, the approach of Ref. [11] is adopted, where first-order effects in the strong coupling constant α s and the heavy quark mass are considered. The minimum energy of the radiative photon is set at 10 MeV to avoid the infrared divergence for soft photons. For D + → π 0 e + ν e decay, which is an important background, an exclusive MC sample is generated by adopting the associated form-factor model and parameters in Ref. [23] .
The analysis uses a double-tag (DT) technique [24] which exploits the exclusive DD final states produced near threshold in e + e − experiments. This technique allows one to measure absolute decay branching fractions of D + mesons independent of any direct knowledge of the total number of D + D − events. In this analysis, the D − candidates, so-called single-tag (ST) events, are reconstructed through six specific hadronic decay modes
+ ν e is then searched for among the remaining tracks and showers recoiling against the ST D − candidates; such signal candidate events are denoted as double-tag (DT) events. The absolute branching fraction, B(D + → γe + ν e ), can be obtained from the ratio of the DT yields and the ST yields,
where N DT is the sum of signals yields for all tag modes and
ST are the ST yields and the detection efficiencies of DT and ST for ST mode i, respectively. With this approach, the systematic uncertainties in the ST selection reconstruction are largely canceled in the branching fraction measurement.
A. Single-Tag event selection and yields
For each charged track, we require the polar angle θ in the MDC to satisfy | cos θ| < 0.93 and the point of the closest approach to the interaction point (IP) of the e + e − beams to be within 1 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam (V r ) and within ±10 cm along the beam axis (V z ). Particle identification (PID) for charged tracks is accomplished by combining the information on the measured ionization energy loss (dE/dx) in the MDC and the flight time in the TOF into a PID likelihood, L(h),
S candidates are reconstructed from combinations of two tracks with opposite charge which satisfy | cos θ| < 0.93 and |V z | < 20 cm, but with no V r and no PID requirements. The K 0 S candidates must have an invariant mass in the range 0.487 < M π + π − < 0.511 GeV/c 2 , corresponding to three times our mass resolution. To reject combinatorial background, we further require the decay length of K 0 S candidates, the distance between the IP and the reconstructed secondary decay vertex provided by a vertex fit algorithm, to be larger than two standard deviations. The momenta of π + π − pairs after the vertex fit are used in subsequent analysis. Those showers deposited in the EMC not associated with charged tracks are identified as photon candidates. The energy deposited in the nearby TOF counters is included to improve energy resolution and detection efficiency. The minimum deposited energy is required to be greater than 25 MeV in the barrel region (| cos θ| < 0.80), or 50 MeV in the end caps regions (0.84 < | cos θ| < 0.92). The shower time is required to be within 700 ns after the event start time to suppress electronic noise and showers unrelated to the collision event. The π 0 candidates are reconstructed from pairs of photons with invariant mass satisfying 0.115 < M γγ < 0.150 GeV/c 2 ; those with both photons in the EMC end caps are rejected because of poorer resolution. The photon pairs of π 0 candidates are subject to a one-constraint (1C) kinematic fit which constrains their mass to the nominal π 0 mass [20] ; the updated momenta are used in subsequent analysis.
The ST D − signals are discriminated from backgrounds based on two kinematic variables, the energy difference, ∆E, and the beam-constrained mass, M BC (encompassing energy and momentum conservation) which are defined as:
where p ST and E ST are the total momentum and energy of the ST D − candidate in the rest frame of the e + e − system, respectively, and E beam is the beam energy. The ST signals peak around zero in the ∆E distribution and around the nominal D − mass [20] in the M BC distribution.
For each ST mode, the D − candidates are reconstructed from all possible combinations of final-state particles, and are required to have ∆E within the regions listed in Table I ; these are final-state dependent and determined from data. If multiple candidates are found, only the one with the smallest |∆E| is selected. To extract the ST signal yields, we perform extended unbinned maximum likelihood fits to the M BC distributions, as shown in Fig. 1 . In the fits, signal shapes derived from the signal MC events are convoluted with a Gaussian function; the free mean and width of this Gaussian compensate for imperfections in the beam energy calibration and differences in the detector resolution between data and MC simulation, respectively. The combinatorial background is modeled by a smooth ARGUS function [25] . The signal yields and the corresponding detection efficiencies in the region 1.8628 < M BC < 1.8788 GeV/c 2 are summarized in Table I . A study of the inclusive DD MC samples, in which both D mesons decay inclusively, indicates that there are no significant backgrounds which peak in M BC . 
B. Double-Tag event selection and yields
We search for the signal D + → γe + ν e in the remaining charged tracks and showers recoiling against the ST D − candidates. Exactly one good remaining charged track is required, with charge opposite to that of the ST D − . The track must be identified as an electron by combining the information from dE/dx, TOF, and the EMC. The PID L is required to satisfy L(e) > 0 and L(e)/(L(e)+ L(π)+ L(K)) > 0.8. There must be at least one remaining photon to be selected as the candidate radiative photon; in the case of multiple candidates, the highest energy photon is used. However, we reject events in which any pair of photons satisfies χ 2 < 20 in the π 0 1C kinematic fit. To improve the degraded momentum resolution of the electron due to FSR and bremsstrahlung, the energy of neighboring photons, presumably due to FSR, is added back to electron candidates. Specifically, photons with energy greater than 50 MeV and within a cone of 5 degrees around the electron direction (but excluding the radiative one) are included. To suppress the background D + → K 0 L e + ν e , the radiative photon is further required to have a lateral moment [26] within the range (0.0, 0.3). This lateral moment, which describes the shape of electromagnetic showers, is found in MC event studies to peak around 0.15 for photons but to vary broadly from 0 to 0.85 for K 0 L candidates. In the selection of DT events, the undetected neutrino is inferred by studying the missing energy, E miss , and missing momentum, p miss , which are defined as
and
in the rest frame of e + e − system. Here, E γ (E e ) and p γ ( p e ) are the energy and momentum of the radiative photon (electron), respectively, and m D − is the nominal mass of the D − meson [20] . In calculating p miss , only the direction vector of the ST D − candidate,p ST , is used; the corresponding magnitude of momentum is fixed. The variable U miss is then defined as
The distribution of U miss for the surviving DT candidates is illustrated in Fig. 2 ; the D + → γe + ν e signals should peak around zero, as shown with the dotted curve.
By studying the MC simulation samples, the background from the semi-leptonic decay D + → π 0 e + ν e is found to have a non-trivial shape in U miss . Therefore, we study the D + → π 0 e + ν e backgrounds exclusively by selecting a control sample in data with exactly the same selection criteria for the ST events and electron candidates used in the selection of signal events. The π 0 candidates are reconstructed from two photons with a 1C kinematic fit constraining their mass to the π 0 nominal value and having a fit χ 2 < 20. We extract the yield of the control sample 
where ε i DT,π 0 is the DT efficiency of
DT,π 0 is the rate of mis-identifying D + → π 0 e + ν e as D + → γe + ν e for the tag mode i, individually. The values of the corresponding efficiencies are summarized in Table II . We find N 
Tag Mode
27.09 ± 0.11 27.93 ± 0.14 5.32 ± 0.07
14.28 ± 0.08 13.79 ± 0. An extended unbinned maximum likelihood fit is performed on the final U miss distribution as shown in Fig. 2 . The signal shape is derived from the simulated D + → γe + ν e events convoluted with a Gaussian function to compensate for resolution differences between data and MC simulation. The parameters of this Gaussian smearing function are extracted according to the discrepancy in resolution between data and MC simulation in the control sample D + → π 0 e + ν e , and are fixed in the fit. The shape of the background D + → π 0 e + ν e is extracted from the simulated D + → π 0 e + ν e sample, and is normalized to N exp π 0 . For the other background components, the shape from the inclusive MC sample (excluding the contribution from D + → π 0 e + ν e ) is adopted and the yield is determined in the fit. We obtain a signal yield of N DT = −21 ± 23, and the resulting branching fraction is B(D + → γe + ν e ) = (−2.5 ± 2.7) × 10 −5 , where the uncertainties are statistical only. Since no obvious signal is observed, an upper limit at the 90% C.L. on the branching fraction of D + → γe + ν e will be set below after taking into account the effects of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties in the selection of the ST candidates are assumed to largely cancel, with any residual effects being negligible. Other systematic uncertainties, related to the detection efficiencies, are summarized in Table III . To evaluate the systematic uncertainty related to the model of the decay dynamics, an alternative signal MC sample based on the single pole model [1, 11] is produced, and the resultant difference in the detection efficiency with respect to the nominal value, 3.5%, is assigned as the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainties of electron tracking and PID are estimated to be 0.5% and 0.5%, respectively, by studying a control sample of radiative Bhabha scattering events. The uncertainty in photon reconstruction is assigned as 1.0%, based on a study of double-tagged D 0 → K S π 0 events [27] . The uncertainty related with the lateral moment requirement for the photon is estimated to be 4.4% by studying a photon control sample from radiative Bhabha scattering events. The quadratic sum of the above systematic uncertainties, related to detection efficiency, is 5.8%.
The systematic uncertainty associated with the estimated number of background D + → π 0 e + ν e events includes a statistical uncertainty on the size of the DT control sample (D + → π 0 e + ν e ) of 2.3%, and relative uncertainties on the detection efficiency relative to signal, of 1.0% for the π 0 1C kinematic fit, and 1.0% for the extra photon with respect to the signal. Adding in quadrature, the total uncertainty of the background D + → π 0 e + ν e rate is 2.7%. Note this value is not the direct fractional change in the branching fraction of D + → γe + ν e , it is the fluctuation of background D + → π 0 e + ν e and will be considered along with other effects from the fit procedure.
Various sources of systematic uncertainties in the fit procedure are considered: (a) fits are redone with the fitting range being as (−0.15, 0.25) GeV or (−0.20, 0.25) GeV; (b) the mean and width of the smearing Gaussian function for the signal shape are varied ac-cording to the corresponding uncertainties obtained from the control sample D + → π 0 e + ν e ; (c) the number of the background D + → π 0 e + ν e is varied according its uncertainty (2.7%); (d) the shape derived from the inclusive MC sample is replaced by a second order polynomial function to describe the other backgrounds excluding D + → π 0 e + ν e . All of these fitting procedure effects are accounted for within the upper limit evaluation described next. 
V. THE UPPER LIMIT ON BRANCHING FRACTION
To set the upper limit on the decay branching fraction B(D + → γe + ν e ), we follow the method in Refs. [27, 28] which takes into account the effects of both systematic and statistical uncertainties. We obtain a smooth probability density function (PDF) from the data sample using the kernel estimation method [29] . A large number of toy MC samples are generated according to the smooth PDF, while the number of events in each MC sample is allowed to fluctuate with a Poisson distribution according to the yield found in the fit to the data sample. The same fit procedure used for data is applied to each toy MC sample, while randomly making systematic variations in the fit procedure, as described in the previous section. In the calculation of the branching fraction B(D + → γe + ν e ) for the toy MC sample, the DT efficiencies are varied randomly according to the detection efficiency uncertainties (5.8%), and the ST yields and the corresponding efficiencies are varied randomly according to the statistical uncertainty due to the size of data and MC samples. The resultant distribution of B(D + → γe + ν e ) for all toy MC samples is shown in Fig 3. By integrating up to 90% of the area in the physical region B(D + → γe + ν e ) ≥ 0, we obtain an upper limit at the 90% C.L. for the branching fraction as B(D + → γe + ν e ) < 3.0 × 10 −5 .
VI. SUMMARY
In summary, we present the first search for the radiative leptonic decay D + → γe + ν e in the charm sector based on a DT method using a data sample of 2.93 fb at the 90% C.L. The result approaches the theoretical predictions in Refs. [11, 12] ; more data may help to discriminate among the full suite of theoretical models.
